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CONTROL LIGHTS

TRAFFIC LIGHT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

This LED type traffic light is suitable for a variety
of applications where there is a need for traffic
control. It is easy to install and has a rotation of
200 with clicks of 3 .
Made from quality materials, this traffic light
offers a longer than average life of up to 10 times
that of a normal lamp, and has lower energy
consumption and maintenance costs.
The red and green LED’s

consist of 2 cards made up of 25 cells.
If one of the cells becomes damaged, the traffic
light will continue to work.

Power supply: 24V AC/DC
Consumption per hour (for each card): 3
Watt
Average Life of LED: 100, 000 hours
200 rotation with clicks or 3
Weight: 2.7 Kg
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are brighter than
lamps and

Housing: extruded anodised hot-painted
aluminium
LED Aspect: 120mm Diametre

FLASHING LIGHT KIT

TECHNICAL FEATURES

This flashing light kit is suitable for situations
where the movement of doors or gates must be
signaled or where there is a need to assure
peoples safety.
The kit is made using quality materials and
comes complete with an orange light, protection
cage, mounting bracket, adapting disk and a
light flasher board.

helps to protect light from
damage and is easily mounted using the
adapting disk.

simplifies the fixing of the
light, and can also be used to mount an antenna.

used to fix the protection cage to
the mounting bracket. (Not shown)

enables the light to flash
during operation.

220V AC
40 Watt bulb (average life of 1,000 hours)
Zinc coated steel protection cage
Total weight: 800g (light, cage, bracket,
disk).

- Protection Cage:

- Mounting Bracket:

- Adapting Disk:

- Light Flasher board:
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